a thorough description of Trilogy

The are three programs within Trilogy. (Hence the name "Trilogy".) These are "BASE", "SCORE", and "GAME LOGS".

Following you will find descriptions of these three programs, taken from the notes for Trilogy 3. Following that, you'll find a description of "What's New" in Trilogy 4, taken from the notes for Trilogy 4.

Types of Searches in BASE

There are two types of searches in BASE: Individual Game Performances, and Season Totals.

-- Individual Game Performance searches report each time players or teams accomplished a feat.

-- Season Total searches report how many times during the season players or teams accomplished a feat.

For example. If your search is for players with more than 1 hit, ( multi-hit games, ) an Individual Game Performance search will report every instance of a player having a multi-hit game. A Season Total search will report how many times during the season players had multi-hit games. If your search is for pitchers with more than 10 strikeouts, an Individual Game Performance search will report every instance of a pitcher having more than 10 strikeouts in a game. A Season Total search will report how many times during the season pitchers had more than 10 strikeouts in a game.

For some screens the only possible searches are Season Total searches. For example, when searching for Consecutive Game Streaks, Individual Game Performances are meaningless.

If you choose a Starting and Ending Date for a Season Totals search, the report will be how many times between those Dates players or teams accomplished a feat.

Types of Searches in SCORE

There are two types of searches in SCORE: Individual Game Performances, and Season Totals.

-- Individual Game Performance searches report each time players or teams accomplished a feat.

-- Season Total searches report how many times during the season players or teams accomplished a feat.

For example. If your search is for players that hit Grand Slams, Individual Game Performance will report each time players or teams hit a Grand Slam. Season Total will report the number of time players or teams hit a Grand Slam.

For some screens the only possible searches are Season Total searches. For example, Situational Stats, Batter-Pitcher Matchups.

If you choose a Starting and Ending Date for a Season Totals search, the report will be how many times between those Dates players or teams accomplished a feat.
Types of Searches in GAME LOGS

There are two types of searches in GAME LOGS: Individual Game Performances, and Season Totals.

-- Individual Game Performance searches report each time players or teams accomplished a feat.

-- Season Total searches report how many times during the season players or teams accomplished a feat.

For example, if your search is for players that hit Grand Slams, Individual Game Performance will report each time players or teams hit a Grand Slam. Season Total will report the number of time players or teams hit a Grand Slam.

For some screens the only possible searches are Season Total searches. For example, Location of Hits, and Pitch Sequences for All Plate Appearances screens.

If you choose a Starting and Ending Date for a Season Totals search, the report will be how many times between those Dates players or teams accomplished a feat.

What's new in Trilogy 4

New Screens:

-- BASE

W-L Records of Starting Pitchers by Run Support

Team's W-L Records by Runs Scored

-- SCORE

"Conditional" Consecutive Play Streaks. Example: Consecutive Steals Without Being Caught. The "condition" to qualify for this streak is attempting to steal. Only if an attempted stolen base attempt occurs is the streak extended or ended.

Teams "Conditional" Consecutive Play Streaks

Catcher-Pitcher Combinations

Stats by Temperature / Wind / Sky / Field

Team Stats by Temperature / Wind / Sky / Field

-- GAME LOGS

Situational Stats by Number of Pitches Seen
Teams Situational Stats by Number of Pitches Seen

Teams Pitch Sequences for All Plate Appearances

**New Filters:**

-- Count Filters for "Number of Strikes" or "Number of Balls" added to SCORE and Game Logs.

-- An Inning Filter for the Last Inning of a game.

-- Ability to exclude blowouts on the Starters and Relievers screen in BASE.

**New Searches:**

Pitcher’s Consecutive Scoreless Innings Streaks added to SCORE (SCORE / Consecutive Play Streaks). Definition of Streak: A streak starts with the first out recorded. It is extended by completed innings or partial innings where that pitcher is not charged with a run. The streak ends at the completion of the last full inning before the inning in which the pitcher is charged with a run, even if the pitcher records an out or outs in that inning.